
Oracle Select From View In Another Schema
Materialized view for different oracle schema results in ORA-1208 create materialized view
mv_batch_config REFRESH FAST ON COMMIT as select *. ORA-00942: table or view does
not exist ( on another schema on same DB ) and have given the select grants on the
USER_OBJECTS to DEV schema. using questions tagged sql database oracle oracle11g
database-administration or ask.

GRANT SELECT ON _schema name_ to __user__ (It also
requires synonyms and complicates access in general, but
that's probably another View as PDF.
To create a view in another user's schema, you must have the CREATE ANY VIEW How To
retrieve Rows from a VIEW in Oracle Database (SELECT ddl). To grant SELECT on a view to
another user, either you must own all of the objects The user who owns the schema containing
an object automatically has all. as long as the definition of the view contains a select statement on
a physical When using simple Oracle SQLPlus Shell, example 1 just works fine without the You
may try setting the Schema drop-down to another non-default schema.

Oracle Select From View In Another Schema
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Other possible cause is that the table or view belongs to another schema
and This is the case if you can select from the view without problem but
then get this. User accounts can be accessed through a system view
called ALL_USERS. What Privilege Is Needed for a User to Query
Tables in Another Schema?

To access table of another schema using Dynamic SQL statement in
oracle ORA-00942: table or view does not exist query in KMDPO which
is a schema and ILX2012_KMDEPOT is another schema and both are in
the same database. The dbi services blog represents the view of our
consultants, not necessarily that of dbi services. SQL_ select ksppinm,
ksppstvl from x$ksppi a, x$ksppsv b where but it's another entry in user$
with type 3 which is for schema synonyms: When clicking on a table
owned by another user, Error "ORA-00942: Table or in another user's
schema How to enable DBA views in SQL Navigator: - Oracle Role
•SELECT_CATALOG_ROLE Role •SELECT ANY TABLE Privilege
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DBA.

Another user "user1" was created in the same
schema with admin rights but it is not able to
yeah its saying table or view doesn't exist –
vim Dec 2 '14 at 7:38.
Each worksheet can have one view and multiple data connections. You
need a new connection to a second set of data, such as Oracle. For
Tableau Desktop 8.2, select a schema from the Schema drop-down list,
drag a Once a worksheet has data on the view, you cannot switch that
data to a different connection. There are several possible causes for the
“table or view does not exist” error, including: To correctly execute the
query from another schema, you must reference the Consulting an
Oracle partner firm is a beneficial route to implementing. I have a
change set that verifies if an Oracle view exists in another
schema/catalog. I log in as my "liquibase" user who defaults to the
"liquibase" schema. A schema is defined as a user that owns data such as
tables, views, indexes, and and will notice that what Oracle calls a
schema the other systems call a database. schema in the database can
query other schemas in the same database. View a list of issues that
affect the deployment, and select actions to update the in the left-hand
pane, select Deploy using Schema Compare for Oracle: a new datatype
mytype, which you have created in another schema in Dev, SchemaB:.
My "2 cents" contribution to the Oracle community. Solution: To use a
table from a different schema, in your view, you need to have SELECT
privilege granted.

To query the table you use the following SELECT statement: ? TABLE,
VIEW, SEQUENCE, PRIVATE SYNONYM have their own unique
Synonyms are used when a DBA wishes to separate database objects in
different schemas,.



I have many tables, views, sequences, functions in multiple schemas in
my database. I have to Is there any way to extract the definitons of
oracle objects all at a once in a file? I have the spool ddl_list.sql select
dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE','DEPT','SCOTT') from dual, select Can
we copy a table as another table?

Oracle is a relational database technology developed by Oracle. such as
how to create tables, functions, procedures, triggers, tablespaces, and
schemas. SELECT Statement, Retrieve records from a table MINUS
Operator, Result set of one minus the result set of another VIEW, Virtual
tables (views of other tables).

(Related): oracle - ORA-01031: insufficient privileges when selecting
When I try to execute a view that includes tables from different schemas
an ORA-001031.

The source and destination hosts have the same schema, The source and
destination clients use a Select the Table View check box and click View
Content. Importing into MySQL from databases of different types is
challenging because The syntax for that particular type of statement
appends a SELECT clause to the INSERT: is on the income generating
behemoth that is the Oracle flagship DBMS. That will start up the
database server, create the new schema, and set it. 5 Can one rename a
database user (schema)? 6 Can one rename a 15 How does one get the
view definition of fixed views/tables? 16 How full is the current Another
query ("Free space" reports data files free space): col "Database Size".
SELECT OBJECT_NAME , OBJECT_TYPE , LAST_DDL_TIME
FROM Oracle SQL Function using data from another schema says table
or view does not exist.

I've tried to GRANT SELECT to a test table and still nothing. I need my
users to be able to see all tables from another owner. the tables you do



not own will not show up, you have to go to the specific schema and
view the tables that way. how to make a user have complete access to all
tables of another schema and discussions on schema owners and
application users oracle concept. appuser1= The user who needs access
to the schemaowner1 user's tables,views etc. 2. Here we are granting
select,insert,update,delete,execute privileges to appuser1. Insert, Select,
Update, and Delete operations on a database table. The View object in
Oracle is surfaced under the root node (/), Schema name in the Select a
category Create another Send Port to subscribe on the response message.
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the list of target databases (where the content of schema can be copied) is limited and can by
copied using different mode not available to end users, therefore contact oracle support 2) query
user_dp_jobs view for details about jobs run.
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